A – a

a blow with the head or horns of a ram -5697.
a cry use to call sheep to the water trough -2769.
a cubic shaped sweet made of boiled grape syrup mixed with flour -4125.
a cylindrical Kurdish headgear -4388.
a dribble of water -2301.
a ewe which allows any lamb to nurse at its teats -1487.
a girl or woman taking part in the procession -2301.
a hair -2216.
a kind of Arab dagger -3183.
a kind of cap -3614.
a kind of Kurdish flat cake -3919.
a kind of old rifle -1577.
a kind of rifle -1579.
a kind of sword, Egyptian sword -4425.
a kind of wool; high quality wool -3638.
a Kurdish musical mode -3475.
a lump of sugar -2520.
a man who elopes twice with the same girl -6079.
a race of purebred arab horse -6260.
a religious ritual, ceremony, rite -2691.
a roll of melt fluffer’s mallet -1991.
a saussage-shaped sweet made of boiled grape syrup stuffed with nuts -6474.
a sort of dolman -4329.
a third of a day -2416.
a type of fighting cock -3774.
a type of Kurdish music -7412.
a variety of juniper -2949.
a variety of juniper -5737.
a variety of rose, rose of Van -5123.
a variety of skylark -7032.
a variety of vetch -2690.
a wind-bag, someone who talks too much never shuts up -2628.
a woman who is past child-bearing age, 2) family without a head -1101.
a woman’s personal dowry -4665.
abandoned land -2922.
abbreviated pronoun -5714.
abdomen -7041.
abdomen, stomach -7609.
above, overhead, upstairs -4670.
abrupt, brusque -2354.
abrupt, rude person -2353.
absurdity, futility, rubbish -4997.
abundance -4966.
abundant, dense, thick -1914.
acceptance, agreement -5373.
acceptance, assent, agreement -5374.
accused, defendant -6867.
acquainted, used to -2631.
ache, pain -3858.
acorn -1429, -1575.
at marriage -4824.
at, action -4278.
Adam’s apple -3404.

adjective -6040.
admiring -3767.
adoration, worship -5433.
adult bull -1916.
adult ewe, sheep -4118.
adult ram -1471.
adventure -1823, -6333.
adverb -3789.
adverb of assertion -3795.
adverb of interrogation -3798.
adverb of manner -3790.
adverb of negation -3797.
adverb of place and of direction -3791.
adverb of quantity and of number -3793.
adverb of supposition -3796.
adverb of time -3794.
adverbial clauses -5389.
adverbial locations -1848.
adverbial phrase -7029.
adviser -4996.
adze -6986.
affirmative, positive -2931.
agile, intelligent, very quick -1081.
agile, nimble -7510.
agile, nimble, alert -4631.
agile, swift, active -2104.
agrarian, agricultural -2111.
agreed, approved -5377.
agreement -4691.
agreement of a girl’s parents for her marriage -3494.
agricultural instruments, tools -1117.
agriculture -2108.
aide, assistant -1147.
aide-de-camp -7517.
air forces -3687.
air infantry -6363.
aircraft carrier -1135.
airplane, aircraft -1311.
alive, active, lively -2307.
alive, alert, agile, lively, beautiful -2188.
almost, porous -5915.
all, all in pieces, tattered -2256.
all in pieces, tattered, falling apart -7098.
all over the place, from all sides -2333.
all together, together -7214.
all, the whole -3261.
alliance -3555.
alluvium, manure -1267.
almond -1404.
alphabet -1100.
alveolus, cell of a honeycomb -6625.
amaranth, tumbledweed -3345.
ambasador -2328.
ambasador, envoy -5754.
ambus -4466.
ambush, trap -4062.
ammunition -3467, -5693.
amount of dowry personally guaranteed to the bride -1547.
anal groove, anal cleft crack -5785.
anal sphincter -4800.
Angora goat -2375, -3779.
anguish, distress, anxiety -4926.
anguish stone -4180.

aniam ictrus -1947.
animal fat -2821.
animal skin made into a bag -6059.
amount of dowry personally guaranteed to the bride -1547.
suffer greatly -1948.
animal’s head -4268.
anise -1120.
annexation -5556.
annexation relation -5480.
annual budget -1924.
annual journal -4443.
anterior longitudinal cardiac sulcus -7097.
anthelix -4185.
anti-aircraft artillery -7113.
anti-aircraft -1316.
anti-tank -8844.
antonymous -2715.
anus -7677.
arrow -6476.
any more, no, more -5104.
aorta -6004.
aortic valve -2563.
aperture in a roof to give light -6176.
apoecope participle -5323.
apparatus, cartridge belt -6098.
appliex -1125.
apple -4451.
aplicant, suitor -2479.
apposition -5557.
appral -5455.
approximative pluperfect -5962.
apricot -1163.
apricot -5850.
approx -5547.
apron, pinafcre -1573.
area, land -4211.
arch, vault -5731.
archer’s bow -4157.
arner, 2) woolfluffer who works with bow -4163.
archipelago -4398.
archives -1156.
area, region -2979, -5059.
area -8703.
ar -1226, -4927, -5650.
armband -7565.
army forces -3685.
armful -4850.
armor -7638.
armoured car -7136.
armoured glass -938.
armoured unit -7524.
armourer -2045.
army -2764, -1765.
army -5726.
army -4614, -6518.
army corps -1369, -5330.
arrest warrant -5976.
arrrestation, arrest -5974.
arrows -7086.
arrowhead -6399.
article, paper -4748, -1436.
atillery -7112.
atilleryman -7111.
balanced -1723. balanced budget -1923.
balcony -6626, -6660.
bald hill -4515.
ball -1380.
ball of the foot -3227.
ball of the thumb -3369.
ball-bearing socket -1770.
bamboo -3833.
banana -5022.
bang, gang -5176.
banding of wheel -6777.
bank -1342.
banker -1343.
banking -1344.
banking law -3740.
barberry -7642.
bare legged, 2) rowdy, rough -2328.
bare-headed -6352.
bared saber -6774.
barking -3827.
barkly -1965.
barkly's ripening time -2002.
barracks -5286.
barrel (of a gun) -4741.
barrel (of a gun) -5074.
base -1778.
baseless, unfounded built on sand, flimsy, jacking a firm base -1165.
basil -6133.
basin of a bath or fountain -2054.
basket -4627.
basket carried on one's back for transport -1251.
bastard 2) shrewd, cunning -3408.
be informed -6409.
be shameless -1688.
beak, bill -5181.
beak, bill -5185.
beam -4229, -4230.
bean -2993.
beard of corn ears -1741.
beardless, clean-shaven -6083.
bearing witness, testimony -3394.
beautiful, slender, good-looking -4621.
because of that -4625.
becoming certain -4957.
bedroom -5369.
beet -6440.
beet, sugar beet -6720.
beetroot -6461.
beggars'alms bowl -4367.
being like a dog -6425.
bell -7568.
bellicose, quarrelsome -6382.
belt -4061.
bench -4194.
bent, curved, inclined -7503.
besom, broom -3181.
betrayal -1628.
betrothed -6551.
beware, take care -7628.
bewildered, distraught -1618.
bicycle -1824.
big rock -3281.
big toe -5004.
bigging, pleading 2) attendant; guarantor -1519.
bl -7631.
billhook -2454.
billy goat -5160.
bimonthly, fortnightly -4462.
bioart-3836.
bird -2315.
bird droppings -7621.
bird-trap -6066.
bicuspid valve (mitral valve) -2561.
bishop -4867.
bite (for horse's mouth) -4723.
bite (of horse bridle) -4707.
bite, piece -2521.
bitch -7042.
bite (in baby talk) -3255.
bitesize morsel -2258.
black -4601.
black board -2532.
black pepper -1868.
black plum -3116.
black sheep -5466.
black soil -1965.
black tent -4073.
black veil -5808.
black Wednesday, last Wednesday in February -7662.
blackberry -7141.
blackberry, bramble -2762.
blackberry, bramble -2764.
blacksmith -6339.
blacksmith's forge -4665.
bladder -4988.
blade of dagger -4110.
blanket -6374.
blessed -3050.
blind spot -5576.
blind, deprived of sight -5093.
blist -5381.
blunt -3148.
blunt, fair -4025.
blood circulation -3148.
blond, fair -4025.
blood relation, consanguinity -4948.
blow, knock -4672.
blue -6776.
blunting (of blade, tool) -3113.
boastful, boaster, braggart -3063.
boiled pounded wheat groats -6479.
boiled whole wheat and chick-peas -2421.
boat -2100.
bomber -2312, -1900.
book -5587.
bookshop, booksellers -5599.
boom -3364.
boot's leg -5904.
border, boundary -7074.
bosom -5061.
bosom, breast -4435, -6509.
breastbone -3980.
butermilk lump dried for winter storage -3954.
buttermilk -5489.
button -2450.
cabbage -3429.
cactus -7378.
cafe -7076.
calendar -2012.
cane, polo stick, with curved end -4019.
cane, polo stick, with curved end -2725.
canonical -2012.
cauliflower -7224.
cauliflower -2894.
cavalryman, 2) cavalry -4040.
cereal sack -2736.
cereal sack -6204.
cereal storage area enclosed by low wall -1636.
cardamom -3628.
carder, teasier -4524.
carder's arch -4326.
cardiac orifice -6304.
cardinal numeral adjectives -6047.
carding frame -3865.
carding left-overs -1789.
carding, combing -4525.
cardoon, wild artichoke -4086.
carefully -3820.
carnation -4911, -5933.
carnaval, popular feast -7597.
carpenter's level -6950.
carpenter's plane -6038.
carpet -4018.
carpets -6020.
carpus -3542.
carrier -1359.
carrion -4032.
carrion, corpse, dead body -1477.
carrot -3256.
cartililage, gristle -4287.
cartoon -3966.
cartoonist -3967.
cartridge -7155.
cartridge -7613.
carving knife -4226.
case (noun infection) -1241.
case, lawsuit -2843.
case, the law -3239.
cashmere cloak -2882.
cast anchor, drop anchor -4607.
castle, palace -5025.
castor bean -3120.
castor oil -1923.
castor oil plant -2439.
catapull -2854, -5840.
cattle enclosure -3763.
cattle dung, manure -7605.
cattle, b Signature -2656.
caucasian dagger -2894.
cauldron for boiling grapes juice 2) -3878.
cauldron, boiler -6530.
cauliflower -3341.
causal -6252.
causative -6253.
causative verbs -6454.
cause -6251.
cause, motive, fault -1756.
cauterization -2474.
cavalryman, 2) cavalry -6497.
cavity of the uterus -7163.
cawardly, fearfull -1857.
cayenne pepper -2894.
cecum, caecum -6204.
celebration -1146.
celebrate the conclusion of a marriage -4828.
cemetery -1960.
center -5319.
century -1284.
cereal sack -2233.
cereal storage area enclosed by low wall -6143.

C — C

bucktoothed -2756.
bud -1834.
bud, rose bud, 2) field of flowers, 3) bird nest glued on stone, 4) earthen water pipe -4541.
budget deficit -5871.
budget surplus, budget excess -3808.
budget year -6216.
budget year -4922.
bulb -1941, -4028.
bull-calf 1 year old -3278.
bull-calf over 1 year old -5013.
bull-elephant -925.
bunch of flowers -1350.
bunch of worthless people -4029.
bunch, bouquet -1349.
bus -5277.
bus) stop -6008.
bush -2638.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
bush, shrub -7145.
or book -4932.
coral -4937.
cord for closing a sack of grain or a purse -2342.
corander -2191.
cornea -5426.
cornelian cherry (variety of hawthorn) -3471.
corner, angle -3305, -3390.
corpulent, big-bodied -4099.
corpus callosum -4415.
corpus cavernosum and spongiosum of the penis -4799.
correspondent, reporter -5258.
corridor -7543.
corree, drudgery, forced labor -6590.
costal cartilage -4295.
cotton -5392.
cotton or linen material -1956.
couch grass -3027.
coulter -6815.
coulter of sawed plough -6816.
counter, workshop -2591.
country -4325.
country, land -7230.
coupling of snakes -3147.
cousin (on father’s side) -4517.
cover -7516.
cover, shelter -6839.
covered market -5846.
covering of the joists -8310.
cow -2243.
cow dung, cowpatty -3147.
cow having given birth 4 times -2128.
coward -5316.
cowardice, lowness -1626.
crowd, crowd -2935.
crowd of the head, top of the head -5411.
crutch -5847.
cucumber -7408.
cuff -2693.
cuff, oversleeve -7566.
cultivable, suitable for cultivation -2107.
cultural -2112.
cure -7665.
cunning, craftiness -7257.
cunning, sly -4401.
cup -3048, -6850.
cur, mad dog -7144.
curly -3355.
curry -4526.
currycomb -4791.
curse, anathema, imprecation -5165.
curse, insult, blasphemy -2718.
cursed tip of scythe -3109.
cushion -4845.
cut from the same cloth, two peas in a pod -1201.
cutting one’s own throat, acting against one’s own interests -1209.
cylindrical wheel threshers -1977.
cylindrical wheel threshers -1985.
cydonia dactylon, Bermuda grass -3941.
cypress -6410.
cystic duct -2083.
cut -5800.
damaged, broken -7655.
damp cloth -3391.
dance during which men and women sing in turn -1671.
dapple-grey -1917.
date -7444.
date, appointment, rendez-vous -3910.
date-colored -7445.
dawn -6233.
dead -5652, -6764.
debt, claim, 2) credit, loan -2677.
debtor, indebted -2679.
decision -1018.
decisiveness, certainty -4959.
declaration, manifesto -2418.
decision -1893.
decision, certainty -4959.
decision -2148.
degradation, absence -6590.
definite state (of nouns) -6090.
definite, final, certain, sure -4953.
definite, certain -4958.
deficit, shortfall -3872.
definite state (of nouns) -6090.
definitive, final, certain, sure -4953.
definitive, certain -4958.
degradation, absence -7653.
delegation -7229.
delicately beautiful, graceful -6931.
demand -2477.
demonstrative adjective -6043.
demonstrative adjectives -6050.
denial, refusal -4778.
crime, offence -6860.
criminal -4888.
criminal court -2394.
criminality -4869.
criminology -4870.
crimson -2395.
crisp, crusty -3259.
crisp, crusty, melts in your mouth -3647.
criticism -6097.
crockery -3910.
crooked legged -3223.
crop (bird’s stomach) -1543.
cross-roads -2219.
crossroads -2864.
crosswise knot in a wood ball -5405.
croup (rump, crapper) -5908.
crown -6830.
crown of the head, top of the head -5411.
distress, anxiety -7234.
distributor -1417.
district -3496.
disagreeable -2655.
dive, diving -3742.
diver -2544.
diving wall -5055.
division -4701.
divorce, repudiation -1490.
dog (wild dog) -6772.
dog trained to hunt wolves -3373.
dogfish shark -6269.
domain, estate -1504.
domesticated, tame -3011.
dominated, oppressed -3981.
dominating, ruling -5982.
donkey, ass -4078.
doors -5258.
door sill -6780.
dorsal vertebra -5009.
dorsum of the foot -5631.
double chin -3111.
double conjunction -1974.
double marriage between a brother and his sister -1498.
double, two-fold -2866.
double-dash -2846.
dough, batter -3572.
doughnut, fritter -5935.
dove, pigeon -4189.
down -5374.
dovry (paid to the girl's parents) -5778.
dragon arum cuckoo-pint -3965.
draughts, checkers -2475.
drawn lots -2318.
drawstring -2841.
dribble, trickle -2299.
dried "nanê sêlê" -5033.
dried apple or apricot -2332.
dried cardoon -4111.
dried dung or manure -4103.
dried melon -5819.
dried pomegranate seeds -3438.
dried thorn -4085.
drill (for sawing) -4977.
drill -7359.
drilling wheel used to regenerate the soil -4089.
drinking glass, tumbler -5641.
drinking to celebrate the engagement -6700.
drive (shooting) -3632.
driver's cab or seat -3377.
driver's seat -4811.
droplet -2272.
droppings of horse, donkey, etc -4119.
droppings of sheep -5619.
drum one's fingers -2533.
drunk -6414.
dry cold, frost on a cold winter's night -3765.
dry land -1409.
dry sticks, thorns and brambles -4193.
duck -7234.
duct in animal's teat -2295.
dung, manure -7608.
duodenum -2826.
durative imperfect -3957.
durative present -5173.
dusky -5796.
dust, ash -7484.
dust, rubbish, refuse -6838.
dysentery -7629.

E — e

eager, desirous, longing -4940.
eagle -2958.
ear -3307.
ear lobe -5121.
ear which is not cut by sickle -2797.
earlap -5784.
early autumn -2277.
early fruit or vegetable -5256.
early fruit or vegetables -8956.
early morning and diurnal grazing -5295.
earth, ground -2914.
earth, ground -7560.
eat -4078.
early pot -2810.
earthworm -6557.
earthworm, earth -6932.
earthworms, earthworms -5692.
easily united knot -3042.
Easter -7540.
esky -3121.
echo -1092.
economic policy -6499.
economic stagnation -6012.
economist -1054.
economy -4153.
edge -4186.
editorial, leading article -4392.
editorial writer -3637.
editorial, leading article -6366.
educated, superior -2346.
educated, cultivated -5450.
education -3592.
education -7116.
education, bringing up -6702.
egg for brooding -5001.
eggplant -1321.
elbow -2912.
elder brother -4027.
elder sister -2943 -3459.
elderberry -7040.
élderly woman sent to the bride to announce the beginning of the wedding procession -3695.
elderly, old man -7058.
elect -3695.
election -3694.
lector, voter -3696.
elegant, graceful -6691.
eglory -2802.
element -3643.
embassy -1329.
emblem -7440.
ember, fire brand -1863.
embroidered with gold -7595.
embroidered with silver thread -1926.

emery (board) -4429.
emir -4980.
employed, employee -3999.
employer, civil servant -3972.
employer -3961.
employment -7332.
empty handed -2621.
empty-handed, unarmed, poor, helpless -2597.
enamel -6250.
enamed, passionate lover -1448.
encampment, camp -6812.
end moraine -3030.
ending -2473.
genetic, engaged to be married -7495.
generation -5229.
English -3837.
enzyme, antagonism -1485.
enuresis, incontinence -4048.
envious -2671.
environment -3433.
envev -3724.
envey, sender forwarder, consigner -6623.
epidemic -6317.
epiglottis -7625.
epos, epic -2457.
equivalent -4999 -2047.
eruption, boilover -3669.
especially, in particular -5106.
etatism -2667.
etatist, partisan of state control -2666.
eternal -6354.
eternity -1595 -6355.
etihood -3512.
euphorbium, gum-plant -6840.
Eustachian tube -1099.
evening fodder, evening grazing -6796.
every day, daily -5306.
evil eye -2159.
eve or goat having given birth 4 times -2122.
eveer, water pitcher -4952.
examine, examining judge -3413.
example, sample -5193.
exception, exceptional -1242.
exceptional -1243.
excess -1877.
excessive, inordinate -1665.
excessively, terribly -1681.
excitement -4657.
exclamation mark -1339.
exclamatory sentence -3581.
exhaustion, completion -3044.
exile, deportation -3894.
exiled, deported -3895.
existence -3621.
expanse of field ready for harvesting by sickle -1491.

expert -5607.
expert 2) in expert weapons -2185.
explanation, comment -6004.
extermination, destruction -1796.
external auditory canal -4109.
external ear -3115.
extravagancy of the skirt -2547.
extravagacy, tip, peak, top -4273.
eye (in balay talk) - 2180.
eye - 2146.
eye witness - 3393.
eyeball - 3400.
eyebrow - 3511.
eyelash - 1737.

F — f

face downwards - 2566.
face downwards - 7611.
faithful, believer - 1379.
fallopian tube - 7354.
female patridge - 4789.
family law - 3744.
favoured, beloved, cherished - 4393.
farm yard poultry - 4450.
father - 1374.
father Christmas, Santa Claus - 5863.
father-in-law - 7373.
fattail of sheep - 7649.
fear - 5446.
fearless, wasthoout restraint - 1617.
feast of marriage, when a brother and sister are married to a sister and brother - 7179.
feebled-mindedness - 3992.
felloe, jelly rim (of a coach or cart wheel) - 7050.
feminine - 4888.
femininity, womanhood - 3904.
femur, thigh bone - 3240.
femur, thighbone - 5668.
fervorous (mad), fierce, wild - 3623.
ferret - 3006.
fertilized land - 2921.
fertile, productive, 2) healthy, alive - 1743.
festival - 4919.
fetlock - 5834.
fetters attached to the legs, ankle chain, shackles - 4848.
fetters attached to the neck of prisoners - 4602.
fiance(e) - 2801.
fibula, splint bone - 4740.
field - 7582.
field ploughed once - 2923.
fig - 3626.
fighter (plane) - 1314.
fighting - 4462.
filling - 4033.
filling up of integument of leguminous plant’s seed - 4483.
filly - 1545.
film, skin, creamy layer forming on the surface of yoghurt - 7099.

flamingo - 3018.
finance - 2427.
fine - 1995.
fine ashes used as talcum powder - 1145.
fine dust - 7054.
fine handiwork - 3821.
fine meshed sieve to separate the bran from the flour - 3012.
fine or present given by bridegroom's family to the bachelors - 3266.
fine, expiation, atonement - 3265.
finger joints - 3168.
finger pad - 3363.
fingertip - 6373.
fire temple - 1175.
fireboat - 4139.
fireplace shovel - 1953.
fin field (fin basin, neve) - 6019.
first child - 5265.
first milk of new mother or colostra of an animal which just gave birth - 6788.
first person - 4118.
first rays of dawn - 3258.
first visit of the new bride to her parents/family - 7588.
first watering of a garden - 6288.
fish spear, harpoon - 4868.
fishbone - 2456.
fist - 3379.
fisticuff, blow with a fist - 4031.
fixing pin - 1314.
flagstone, paving stone - 4584.
flagstone, paving stone - 4854.
flagstone, paving stone - 6833.
flail (wooden) threshing sledge (with flint) blades set in bottom - 3944.
flaky pastry - 5651.
flame - 4153.
flank (side) - 4212.
flat skivvy - 1828.
flat weave rug (kilim) woven on a hand loom - 5385.
flatterer, flawner - 1214.
flax - 7555.
fleet (of ships) - 6570.
foal - 5385.
foal a few months old - 4527.
foam - 3891.
food (in baby talk) - 3488.
food bag - 3436.
food ruined by overcooking (over cook-ing) - 3711.
food, nourishment - 1058.
foot (of mountain) - 5950.
foot - 4697.
foot - 5495.
footnote, remark - 7007.
footprint in the snow - 2237.
for this reason, therefore - 4624.
ford (of a stream) - 1907.
forearm - 7563.
forehead - 4899.
forehand - 2811.
foreign minister - 7284.
foreign trade - 1395.
foreign, strange - 1229.
forelock - 1351.
fork - 2209.
forked - 2857.
formation of a scab on a healing wound - 5833.
forpitch fock - 6682.
fortification, stronghold - 1166.
fortress, fort - 4031.
fortune smiled on him - 1050.
fortune-teller - 5657.
fortune-teller - 6037.
forward purchase paid several months in advance - 6264.
foster brother - 1799.
foster sister - 7482.
foundation - 3770.
foundation, principle - 1775.
four year old horse ready to be saddled - 5267.
fourteen shot pistol - 2127.
fourth toe - 5503.
fragment, split, crack - 7094.
French - 3067.
fresh - 4893.
fresh cheese, unsalted - 5403.
fresh unused pasture - 7679.
fried wheat - 5701.
frigate, terror - 4224.
fringe - 4168.
fringe of untreated wool - 1825.
from beginning to end, all the way, entirely - 6394.
front board - 4409.
front low - 5216.
front sight (of a gun) - 3170.
front step (of house) - 5546.
frontal bone - 7003.
frontal eminence - 5514.
frontal sinus - 6517.
frost that forms on the surface of melted flour - 1135.
flour bit - 4951.
foal - 1943.
foal a few months old - 4527.
foot, misfit - 4998.
fold, pleat - 4528.
oflicule ovum - 4349.
food - 7439.
food (in baby talk) - 3488.
food bag - 3436.
food ruined by overcooking (overcooking) - 3711.
food, nourishment - 1058.
foot (of mountain) - 5950.
foot - 4697.
foot - 5495.
footnote, remark - 7007.
footprint in the snow - 2237.
for this reason, therefore - 4624.
ford (of a stream) - 1907.
forearm - 7563.
forehead - 4899.
forehand - 2811.
foreign minister - 7284.
foreign trade - 1395.
foreign, strange - 1229.
forelock - 1351.
fork - 2209.
forked - 2857.
formation of a scab on a healing wound - 5833.
forpitch fock - 6682.
fortification, stronghold - 1166.
fortress, fort - 4031.
fortune smiled on him - 1050.
fortune-teller - 5657.
fortune-teller - 6037.
forward purchase paid several months in advance - 6264.
foster brother - 1799.
foster sister - 7482.
foundation - 3770.
foundation, principle - 1775.
four year old horse ready to be saddled - 5267.
fourteen shot pistol - 2127.
fourth toe - 5503.
fragment, split, crack - 7094.
French - 3067.
fresh - 4893.
fresh cheese, unsalted - 5403.
fresh unused pasture - 7679.
fried wheat - 5701.
frigate, terror - 4224.
fringe - 4168.
fringe of untreated wool - 1825.
from beginning to end, all the way, entirely - 6394.
front board - 4409.
front low - 5216.
front sight (of a gun) - 3170.
front step (of house) - 5546.
frontal bone - 7003.
frontal eminence - 5514.
frontal sinus - 6517.
frost that forms on the surface of melted flour - 1135.
flour bit - 4951.
foal - 1943.
foal a few months old - 4527.
foot, misfit - 4998.
fold, pleat - 4528.
oflicule ovum - 4349.
food - 7439.
food (in baby talk) - 3488.
food bag - 3436.
food ruined by overcooking (overcooking) - 3711.
food, nourishment - 1058.
foot (of mountain) - 5950.
foot - 4697.
foot - 5495.
footnote, remark - 7007.
footprint in the snow - 2237.
for this reason, therefore - 4624.
ford (of a stream) - 1907.
forearm - 7563.
forehead - 4899.
forehand - 2811.
foreign minister - 7284.
foreign trade - 1395.
foreign, strange - 1229.
forelock - 1351.
fork - 2209.
forked - 2857.
formation of a scab on a healing wound - 5833.
forpitch fock - 6682.
fortification, stronghold - 1166.
fortress, fort - 4031.
fortune smiled on him - 1050.
fortune-teller - 5657.
fortune-teller - 6037.
forward purchase paid several months in advance - 6264.
foster brother - 1799.
foster sister - 7482.
foundation - 3770.
foundation, principle - 1775.
four year old horse ready to be saddled - 5267.
butter -2661.
fruit -4879.
fruit or vegetable juice sticking to the hands -2515.
fruit trees -4258.
fruitful, fertile -1725.
fraying pan -6871.
fuehia -3309.
fuel -1891.-6550.
full stop, period -5250.
full to the brim -4660.
fully obedient -2583.
fundamental verb -4644.
furnace, fireplace -2451.
Gall nut -4810.
Gedem -6249.
Gedem's end -6387.
Gedem's wheel -7661.
fury, rage, anger -6230.
golden necklace -7593.
goldsmith -7477.
good deed -2504.
good for nothing, worthless -7330.
good swordsman -1270.
goose -5761.
gossmother -5568.
goose hair -6996.
goose liver -6077.
goosepart -5916.
Goose, oesophagus -6546.
gooey -7096.
gum -5588.
gum-tragacanth plant -3405.
gutter pipe -2296.
gypsum, plaster stone -3172.
Gypsy -3154.

G — g
gaster -6230.
gall bladder -4350.
Gall nut -4810.
gallows -4251.
game animal, guarry -6018.
game consisting of 2 teams (ballgame without a ball) -2300.
gap-toothed -2751.
garantor -2571.
garden -1361.
garden pea -5685.
garlic -4524.
garrision -3081.
gazelle or roebuck leading a herd, bell -4644.
gelding -6086.
generation -6086.
gender -7550.
general law -3741.
general staff -6348.
generation -5166.
generation, descendants -1275.
generosity -2089.
gencocide -5175.
gentleman -2039.
geography -2925.
giddy, perplexed, bewildered, stunned, drunk -6331.
gift sent by the fiancé to obtain permis - sion to visit his fiancée's home -6183.
gifted -3730.
gigantic -2703.-2704.
gift, gilding -3240.
gimlet, screw-tap -7315.
ginger -7561.
girl -4336.
harvester’s hand protection, wooden tool in the shape of an “S” that the harvester keeps in his left hand to hold the grass or the hay which he just cut with the sickle in his right hand -5845.
harvester’s help -2874.
harvester’s sickle -5106.
harvester’s trade -5845.
harvest affected by frost -3268.
harvest, crop -2284.
harvester -5281.
harvester’s hand protection, wooden tool in the shape of an “S” that the farmer keeps in his left hand to hold the grass or the hay which he just cut with the sickle in his right hand -5845.
harvester’s help -2874.
harvester’s sickle -5106.
harvester’s trade -5845.
harvest affected by frost -3268.
harvest, crop -2284.
harvest -5281.

I — i

I had the shivers (cold), I started (from fright) -3176.
I haven’t heard a peep from you in ages -5372.
I’m starving -2962.
I was starving -2962.
ice-cream -6785.
idiot, stupid -1897.
idol -5434.
ileum -6201.
ilium, hip bone -3529.
ill-tempered, sour-tempered, ferocious, 2) hot, purged -5238.
illegitimate -5043.
image, painting, picture -7286.
imagination -6245.
immature, unripe, inexperienced, crude -7308.
immediate future -2400.
imperative mood -6015.
imperfect -5956.
imperfect subjunctive -5958.
impersonal verb -4646.
landing ground -5734.
landing stage, anchorage -4699.
landless farmer supported with his family by landowner in exchange for his labour -4080.
landlord -4286.
landmark -3252.
languid eye -2154.
lapia (of the vulva) -4666.
large basicin -4970.
large bath towel -5548.
large cauldron -5193.
large coarse goatskin sack for the transport of cotton -7394.
large coarse sack for transport of cotton and tobacco -6732.
large copper platter -4610.
large copper tray -6445.
large feather -6412.
large field mouse -3366.
large flat stone block -6263.
large goatskin bag -3003.
large intestine -6205.
large jar for cheese -5148.
large shoulder bag -7023.
large stone mortar -2067.-2086.
large tent -7382.
large earthen jar with four handles -2516.
large wooden bucket -4873.
large wooden or stone mortar -4423.
large-sized caliber gun -7382.
large varnished jar with four handles -5148.
large shoulder bag -3003.
large stone mortar -2067.-2086.
large tent -7382.
lead a spare horse -2616.
lead colored, gray -6053.
lead colored, gray -7641.
lead -6142.
lead -6142.
lead -6142.
lead colored, gray -6053.
lead colored, gray -7641.
leader -6325.
leader of a herd, bellwether -6322.
leader, chief -6328.
leader, prince, head -6407.
leadership -6327.
leading citizens, important public figures -3220.
leading the bride to the bridegroom’s home -3310.
leaf -1424.
leaking, dripping (of water) -2288.
lean-to where the beehives are stored -4907.
learning -3773.
leather or plastic bucket used in dra -wong water -2662.
leather shin guard -1335.
leather strap or leash -2652.
leaven, yeast -3573.
leavened bread -5032.
leck -5580.
left kidney -1368.
left parietal bone -5233.
leg -4695.-4696.
leg, calf -2327.
legal) procedings -5474.
legitimacy -6082.
legitimate -5233.
lifeboat -7355.
lever -5801.
licorice -6958.
lie, fib, falsehood -2549.
lifeboat -4147.
lifeboat -5844.
light house, beacon -2992.
light yellow -1374.
light yellow -4211.
light, light grey -3158.
lightener -5318.
lilac -4627.
lily -6547.
lime (stone), chalk -4270.
limekiln -7211.
line -7385.
liner -4152.
lines (in palm of the hand) -7386.
live fire, fire -1374.
livelihood -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
livelihood, income -1221.
married daughter(s) of a family -7587.
marrow, squash -4505.
marrow, squash -4506.
marrying a widow and living in her house -2375.
mascapone -5151.
mass, crowd -3388.
massacre, slaughter -5859.
matriarchal aunt -7305.
matriarchal aunt’s son maternal aunt’s child -4541.
matriarchal uncle -7298.
matriarchal uncle’s daughter -4008.
matriarchal uncle’s daughter’s son maternal aunt’s son -4540.
matoke -6974.
matoke, picoxake 2) crank, lever -4486.
matriarch of honour (the bride’s advisor during the ceremonies), 2) small boy placed on the bride’s knees upon her arrival the bridegroom’s home with the hope that she will bear a son -1488.
mattress -7285.
may his troublemaking come back to haunt him (and leave everyone else alone) -1882.
mayor -6339.
means of communication -5067.
means, vehicle -5066.
measure, measurement, weighing -4244.
meat balls with groats -4532.
meat fried on hot concave sheet iron -5639.
meat of nuts (e.g. almonds, walnuts) -3927.
mechanism for adjusting fineness of grind -4916.
mechanized infantry -5637.
medal malleolus -3403.
medial moraine -5305.
medical examination -6854.
medicinal herbs -2551.
medicinal plant -4838.
meet s.o.; meet each other -5526.
meeting, visit -2792.
melon -4036.
melon, watermelon field, vegetable garden -3236.
melted and braided cheese -6162.
melted butter -6191.
melted cheese -5330.
membler -4594.
memorable, unforgettable -1804.
men’s clothes -2018.
men’s undershirt -2891.
menace, threat -3381.
merciful, compassionate -5645.
message -3722.
message -5639.
messed up, in disarray -6707.
messenger, envoy -3726.
mecacarpal bone -6728.
mecacarpus -6727.
metal or wooden rods for holding the charge -7019.
metal pitchfork -2761.
matactarsus -3547.
metathesis -2049.
middle ear -3317.
middle finger -7048.
middle sized -6068.
middle, mean 2) half -5230.
middle-aged ram -4809.
middleman, 2) spokesman -1495.
midwife -2423.
mill position -7225.
milestone, tombstone -4209.
military camp -4615.
military classes -4486.
military expert -5608.
military training-ground -2971.
military units -7525.
milk -6784.
milk-fed calf -3277.
milk-maid -2835.
milking nipple -1172.
milk clapper, milk hopper -2219.
milk pond -1883.
mill stone -478.
milk vane -3284.
mill wheel’s trench -1967.
mill-wheel brake -3205.
miller -1189 -5603.
millet -3079.
millet bread -4535.
milling -5406.
mineral fertilizer -7604.
mincesweeper -4007.
mintbus -4933.
minster, secretary -7285.
ministry -7258.
ministry of agriculture -7274.
ministry of budget -7265.
ministry of culture -7267.
ministry of defence -7262.
ministry of domestic affairs -7276.
ministry of economy -7259.
ministry of energy -7269.
ministry of environment -7271.
ministry of finance -7266 -7277.
ministry of foreign affairs -7275.
ministry of foreign trade -7261.
ministry of health -7279.
ministry of justice -7264 -7265.
ministry of labour -7260.
ministry of national education -7272.
ministry of sciences and technology -7282.
ministry of social affairs -7273.
ministry of sports -7278.
ministry of tourism -7281.
ministry of transportation -7270.
ministry of war -7200.
ministry of industry -7268.
minutes -3238.
mirage -4626.
mirror -1271 -4939.
miserly, stingy -2174 -2265.
miserly, poverty -7652.
misfortune, disaster calamity -1679.
mist -5648.
mistletoe, birdline -2184.
mite, offering, oil -4138.
mixed dung -7606.
mixed high -7251.
mixed ovine herd 2) families who graze their sheepened goats in the same herd -3570.
mixed, heterogenous -2058.
mixed-up, muddled, disorderly -7037.
mixture of buttermilk and yoghurt -2668.
mobile -2056.
mobile gendarmerie -1881.
mockery -4553.
model (imitation) gun -4993.
modern -5259.
mohair -4849 -7038.
molar -2748.
mole (tunneling rodent) -7391.
moment, instant -3887.
monarchist -4199.
money -2757.
money collected during the marriage festivities to help the bridegroom, 2) tips collected by the musicians for singing the praises of the guests -6599.
mongrel pup sired by a greyhound -2820.
monk (m.), nun (f.) -4003.
monkey -5805.
monosyllable -7526.
monthly (journal) -4441.
om -2607.
omorfer -4942.
omore -1844.
omore dead than alive -4944.
omorning fodder, morning grazing -7033.
morphology -4999.
mortar -2064.
mortgage -4967.
Moslem tomb where the body is placed in a cavity dug into a wall facing towards Mecca -1525.
mosquito -5542.
moss -4192.
mother -1865.
mother, matrix -4756.
mother-in-law -7356.
mother-of-pearl button -4127.
motif, pattern, embroidery -2324.
motor car, automobile -5278.
motor train -5003.
motorboat -4144.
motorcycle -5002.
mould, matrix -7541.
mountain -2313.
mountain -4373.
mountain ash, or its fruit Bot, sorbus aucuparia -3390.
mountain chain -4159.
mountain pass -357 -2543 -3727.
mountain pass, valley -4860.
mountain pasture, summer pasture ground -7678.
mountain range, massif -7562.
mountain ridge -5624.
oxen cart -2926.

pack needle thread -1157.
packhorse -1358.-1524.
pact, treaty -5475.
pagan temple -1927.
page maker), compositor -6197.
pair of words -2073.
palace -3993.-6291.
palace, headquarters -1357.
panakquin -7001.
palatal -6875.
pan, saucepan -6919.
pancakes -6748.
pancreas -5309.
panic-stricken, 2) very agitated
participle -4428.
paprika -1449.
peacock, bird -3559.
peeling -6848.
pebble -6984.
pecker -7197.
pecky (a child or animal which has lost its appetite due to illness -1230.
pear -3754.-3755.
peasant -3287.
peas -5681.
peat -6481.
pecks -4344.
pen -5681.
penal -6494.
perch -7197.
perian -5081.
period of festivities between the conclusion of the marriage and its consummation -5347.
periodontal membrane -4347.
permitment -1598.
permission given to the fiancé to visit his fiancée’s home -6115.
perpetrator of a crime -6062.
person -4115.
person formally married but whose marriage festivities have not yet taken place -4830.
person in charge of distribution of irrigation water for fields and orchards -4107.
person who guides plough animals -5222.
person who issues the invitation to the wedding -7454.
person who picks up leftover ears in the field -4703.
person who transports hay or cereals’ ears -4767.
person’s age -3835.
personal pronoun -5709.
pertaining to banking -1345.
peoplism -1398.
peoplism(ic) -1397.
pestle -2277.
petition, written request -2400.
phalanx (of toe) -3544.
phalanx (of finger) -3546.
phalanx -5611.
pharynx -3164.
phonetics -3061.
photo, photograph -3064.
photo-romant -3066.
photographer -3065.
photography -7287.
physical education -1401.
physical training -1299.

pick-up truck -5654.
pickaxe -4478.
pickled cheese -5404.
piece of cloth left over after sewing a garment -7882.
piece of material, of cloth -5282.
piece of tent fabric made of animal hair -4100.
piece, fragment -2249.
pigeon house, dovecote -1908.
pile, heap, a lot of -4733.
pilferer -2270.
piller -3606.
pillow -7559.
pilot boat -4151.
pincers, tongs, nippers -3088.
pinch of combed wool -4481.
pine tree -2106.
pineapple -1119.
pink -5390.
pink, rose-colored -3336.
pipe for smoking -5791.
pistachio -3040.
pistol, revolver -2510.
pit dug in the earth for preservation of cereals -2099.
pit, abyss -4418.
pit, dimple -2093.
pitchfork tines -3226.
place -6811.
place, spot -2633.
plaintiff -2844.
plaintiff -3205.
plaintiff -3206.
plaintiff, reproachful -3092.
plane tree -2281.
plant -4969.
plasterer’s trowel -4173.
plate -7004.
plateau -5300.
platoon -2587.
player -4559.
plea, entreaty -4586.
pleasure boat -4146.
plebeians, hoipolloi -1438.
plenty, many, abundant -1913.
plot, scheme, trick, cheating -5914.
plough driver -3659.
plough frame -3558.
plough handle -2611.
plough’s beam -1364.
plough, plow -2608.
plough/plow -2609.
ploughed and sown field but for some reason not harvested, which will yield a crop the year after without having to be ploughed again -3982.
ploughing and sowing after rainfall and growth of wild grasses -3269.
ploughshare / plowshare -3083.
ploughshare, plowshare -3179.
plowed field ready for sowing, fallow -6823.
plowing -2078.
plum -3714.-3829.
plumb line -6637.
plump -2075.
plunged in thought, thoughtful, distracted - 2414.
pluperfect subjunctive - 5961.
pluperfect, past perfect - 5960.
plural - 5579.
pneumonia - 6417.
pocket - 1534.
pocket knife - 4233.
poo - 3460.
poignant, heartrending - 6510.
poisoned - 3862.
polecat - 3039.
polo crook, stick - 2343.
polo stick - 2360, 3986.
polygamy - 5590.
polyisylable - 5592.
pomegranate - 3721.
pont - 4207.
pony kneaded dough, 2) badly mixed clay - 5620.
poor - 3861.
poor quality tobacco - 3946.
poor, 2) beggar, mendicant - 3098.
poor, destitute - 7409, 7669.
poor, indigent, destitute, needy - 1629.
poorly spun yarn - 4882.
poplar - 6580.
popy - 1933, 7324.
porcupine - 6334.
porringer, wooden bowl - 4364.
port, harbour - 1440.
portal (hepatic portal vein) - 2559.
position - 4276.
possession adjectives - 6052.
possession phrase - 7026.
possession pronoun - 5713.
postpalatal - 5355.
postposition - 5349.
potato - 3975.
potbellied - 7616.
potholder - 2610.
pots and pans - 1113.
pottery - 5937.
powder horn - 6641.
power - 3969, 6734.
powerful, strong - 1708.
powerfully built, big - 3218.
praise - 5457.
praise, grace - 6600.
prayer recited by the muezzin from minaret before the morning call announcing dawn - 3997.
pre-fortification - 5533.
precautionary - 6273.
precious silk fabric with floral design - 2790.
precious stone, gem - 5758.
predicative - 5555.
predicative case - 1250.
prefect, governor - 7223.
prefix - 5537.
pregnant - 1223.
preliminary - 1560.
premolars - 2750.
prepalatal - 5539.
preparing the bride’s dowry - 2013.
preposition - 2387.
prepositional complexes - 4295.
prepositional phrase - 7025.
prepositional locutions - 1846.
prepara - 2225.
present - 2506.
present given at wedding or circumcision celebrations - 7424.
present given to the bride’s brother when he puts the girdle on the bride - 5628.
present given to the person holding the bride’s stirrup - 7573.
present given to the person sitting on the bride’s trunk - 6389.
present given to the person who places the crown on the bride’s head - 6332.
present offered to the person at the door of the bride’s home when she is taken away to groom’s family - 1494.
present offered to the person standing behind the bride’s home when she is taken away - 5626.
present participle - 5322.
present sent with invitation to the wedding - 7447.
present subjunctive - 5712.
present tense - 2555.
present, gift - 7337.
president of republic - 6311.
president, chief - 6360.
preterite - 3963.
price, value - 5194.
priest - 4135.
prime minister - 6312.
prince - 5606.
princess - 2834.
prison sentence - 2117.
printing - 2117.
printing house - 2117.
prison sentence - 2000.
prize, share, lot - 5615.
product, fruit - 1461.
progeny, offspring - 1462.
prognostic - 5715.
pronounal phrase - 1845.
pronoun - 5707.
punctuation, spelling - 1749.
proof - 5477.
proof, demonstration - 5472.
proof-reader - 5998.
proof-reading - 5989.
proper noun - 6313.
property law - 3745.
proposal - 5550.
prostitute, whores - 7512.
prosecutor, accuser - 6866.
prostate - 5716.
proverb, saying - 4863.
provocation, incitement, instigation - 5085.
prudence, precaution - 4272.
prudent, cautious - 1822.
pubic symphisis - 4296.
pubbic bone - 3541.
public law - 3742.
public security - 2933.
publishing - 7250.
publishing house - 7522.
pudenda (vulva), pubes - 1589.
puff, drag (of cigarette) - 4974.
pull-over, sweater - 2996.
pulmonary artery - 7504.
pulmonary valve - 2564.
pulmonary veins - 7508.
punctuation - 5254.
pupil - 1871.
puppy, piglet, or bearcub - 4547.
purchase of goods without weighing or measuring them, on estimation - 2928.
purchasing power - 3681.
pure - 7441.
purity - 7442.
purple - 1773.
pull-over, sweater - 4071.
ylorus - 1769.
ransom, tribute -7449.
rarely -6634.
rare -5195.
ratification of a decision -5994.
ratification, confirmation -5992.
ratified, certified -5996.
ravine sandal -2136.
rave, beam -6724.-5444.
reader -7448.
really, truly -3909.
reaper, mower -4215.
reb -4350.
rebirth, renaissance -7182.
reciprocal pronoun -5708.
reckless, unbridled, undisciplined -1430.
recluse, doistered -5425.
recommendation, warning -6917.
reconciliation -5464.
reconciliation -4688.
reconciliation ; agreement -4689.
reconciliation, 2) confession -7193.
rectilinear stick -2266.
rectum -6203.
red -6542.
red brick, red tile -5816.
red cabbage -6544.
red clover -5910.
red silk 2) embers -5432.
red soil -5916.
red-haired, redhead -5417.
red hair -5710.
right kidney -3317.
right lung -5614.
right of asylum -4753.
right parietal bone -5234.
right testicle -6369.
right to selfdetermination -4752.
right, correct -1469.
im of irrigation canal -4082.
rings (on one’s finger) -3730.
rings -5167.
ring encircling the wheel -7114.
ring finger -1282.
rings of yoke rod straps / wooden sticks which go on either side of ox’s neck, to fasten ox to the yoke -7344.
rings with overlapping ends -1910.
roasted -1800.
roasted -1817.
robust, solid -6559.
robust, sturdy -7586.
rock face (steep face) -6209.
rock, cliff -4582.
rocky place -3272.
rings fixing the harrow to the yoke -5297.
roller harrow -4822.
rolling-pin -6636.
roof -1331.-1333.
roof inclination -1233.
roofless building or house -5302.
room -5268.
root -4720.
root (dock) of the tail -5931.
l -5951.-5952.-6026.
rope made of goat hair -7243.
rope, cord, string -1431.
ropes, rigging of a tent -6922.
r -3327.
rose garden -3346.
rosemary -1870.
rough linen cloth -4214.
round cake or loaf -4482.
round cucumber -2977.
round, patrol -5288.
rounded mountain top -6317.
roundish lump -3234.
row boat -4143.
secretary, scribe -5208.
section of wooden felly -4339.
section, branch -4700.
security -5249.
sedentary, settled -2694.
seed -9582. -7130. -7537.
seedbed -3618.
seedling, young plant -6787.
seesaw, teeter-totter -2766.
seizing, distraining -2595.
seam, suture -2594.
selected, distinguished -1799.
self-made man -7423.
selfish, self-seeking -5231.
selfish, egotistical -7473.
semi-vowel -4346.
semicolon -5221.
section of wooden felly -7483.
section, branch -5232.
sequence of tenses -5849.
sequence of moods -6430.
series -518.
series -551.
series -2793.
series -2973.
series -321.
series -3784.
series -4382.
series -5298.
series -6247.
series -6248.
series -7437.
series -5208.
series -5210.
series -5489.
series -5648.
series -5820.
series -5912.
senile, demented -7437.
serial -6126. -6127.
serving, watchman -2793.
service class -6485.
sesame -4502.
session -4195.
setting -4995.
sewing thread -2683.
shade, shadow -6266.
shade, shaded -6427.
shad -4383.
shape -1209.
shape, bashfulness -1239.
shame, shyness -2973.
shameful, ashamed -6706.
shameless, impudent -1642.
share, lot, portion -1407.
share, portion -7437.
sharecropper, tenant farmer -4834.
sharecropping -4835.
sharecropping -5337.
sharecropping -5337.
shareholder -5337.
sharing of the hunting area -4847.
sharp edge of the sword -1755.
sharpness or grinding iron -3517.
sharpshooter -5228.
sharpshooter -6256.
sharpshooter’s assistant -1107.
shavel, especially a cashmere shavel -6612.
she-camel -4877.
(her) kid 1 to 2 years old -7066.
(her) lamb 1 to 2 years old -1531.
shear -4757.
shaved made up of several swathes -5769.
sharer -1990.
shaping of goats in August and September -1859.
shaping of lambs in July -1581.
shaping of sheep in May and June -5483.
shewd or (of sword) -3933.
shovels laid down in shape of mattress on threshing floor -1838.
sheep -5489.
sheep and goats -5482.
sheep fold -5450.
sheep pen -3299. -4431.
sheep with black and white head -5494.
sheep with black hair -5490.
sheep with white head -5491.
shelf -1428.
shelter of the world, great monarch -2010.
shelter, refuge -5391.
shelter, wall or partition on the flat roof of a house behind which one can sleep, in summer, out of sight -6514.
sheld, buckler -4856.
shiny black -5798.
ship, boat -4154.
shirt -5939.
shirt protecting women when baking bread -1548.
shiter, shudder, start, quiver -3375.
shocked, appalled, stunned, astounded -1126.
shoe, footwear -5514.
shoemaker, cobbler -6540.
shoot, offshoot -3610.
shore, bank -5418.
short fur coat with broad and short sleeves -3507.
short gun, Roum carbine, flint-lock -3017.
short vowel -2527.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -4055.
shortcut -2350.
shortlived drizzle (of rain) -1407.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
short, cut, truncated, amputated -3629. -6924.
small jar -4558.
small jug -4565.-6701.
small ladle -2341.
small lambskin for storing butter milk -4010.
small metal ladle -2198.
small of the back -4422.
small or bush -7146.
small or open boat -4538.
small pieces of stalk, sweepings of three -4010.
small wall formed by piling up stones -1338.
smith, blacksmith -2201.
small jug -3045.
small jug -2393.
source -2163.
source, origin -3869.
south -5236.
south-east -5217.
sovereign) state -2665.
sovereign, sultan -7435.
sovereignty -6408.
sowing after rainfall -6289.
sowing before rainfall -7429.
spaide -4846.-4865.
spark -2317.
sparrow-hawk -3172.
spatula to take the bread out of the oven -3548.
spear -4138.
spear hilt -4514.
spear-head -1096.
speed -4628.
speedwell, veronica -5680.
spermatic duct -6156.
sphenoid bone -3523.
sphenoidal sinus -6516.
spices -1731.
spinach -3853.
spiral cord -4890.
spindle’s point/tip -5218.
spindle’s stem -2842.
spindle, distaff -6962.
spinning -4967.
spinning top -2499.
spinning wheel, pulley -2292.
spiral, helicoidal -4438.
spit, skewer -7406.
splash (of water) -2173.
spleen -2994.
spleen -2994.
spleen -2994.
splendid -5396.
spoon -4172.
spoon rack -4174.
spotted, dotted, speckled, peckmarked -6469.
spring butter -6192.
sprinkler -1220.
sprout -1086.
spur vein -2511.
squad -5382.
square -2125.-3005.
square brackets -3296.
squared bale of timber, beam, post sup porting beam -4857.
squared, heavy -2137.
squatting, crouching -7121.
stable 2) cowshed -5287.
stack made up of armfuls -7425.
stack of hay or straw -4729.
stack of piles of cereal sheaves -2538.
stack of straw or haystack surrounded by protection against bad weather -4728.
staff -6349.
staff member -6347.
stag, hart, deer -1169.
stage, phase -3105.
stagnant water -1204.
stagnant water -5574.
stagnation -6010.
staircase -5516.
stairs -5118.
stalk, pole of a tent tent -6579.
stalk used to tie up a bale -1439.
stallion -3515.
stamp -5655.
startled -7173.
state of emergency -6009.
state planning commission -6123.
state, condition -6088.
status -6563.
steamer, steamship -4145.
steel -5683.
steel works -5684.
step, stair -5518.
stepchild -5126.
stepdaughter -4005.
stepfather -7632.
stepmother -2142.-3901.
stopping-stone -1390.
stepson -4523.
stevedore meat and rice -3297.
steepwart -5942.
stick -6181.
stick which serves to brace a goatskin used as churn -5073.
sticks, thorns and brambles -5873.
stile (stilfe joint) -2345.
stink, stench -7256.
stomach -1124.-4749.
stone -1468.
stone roller (used to roll the clay roof of a hause) -1338.
stone slab -3010.-5170.
stone structure -3963.
stone-cutter -1483.
stonic knoll -2191.
stop, stopping place, (on a trip), stage distance traveled in one day -5901.
storm, tempest -1303.
story, tale -2335.
stout rope made of goat’s hair -7244.
stout, paunchy, pot-bellied -3826.
straight -2267.
straw -3916.
straw colour -5802.
straw containing beard of corn ears -4126.
straw shed, straw barn, hayloft -3922.
straw) basket -5912.
strawberry -7153.
straw dust -3822.
stream, brook -2056.
stream, river -2195.

slit, leaving the arms free -2092.
sort of meat ball -1151.
sort of twelfth night cake -7367.
sort, variety -4999.
sorting out wool before carding -7176.
soul-ravishing -1946.
sound of somebody or something not in sight, 2) sound, noise -5379.
sound used for calling goats -4251.
soup tureen -3216.
soap spoon -4171.
sour cherry -2395.
sour cherry -7293.
sourness -2163.
southern -3869.
south-west -5217.
sovereign) state -2665.
sovereign, sultan -7435.
sovereignty -6408.
sowing after rainfall -6289.
sowing before rainfall -7429.
spade -4846.-4865.
spark -2317.
sparrow-hawk -3172.
spatula to take the bread out of the oven -3548.
spear -4138.
spear hilt -4514.
spear-head -1096.
speed -4628.
speedwell, veronica -5680.
spermatic duct -6156.
sphenoid bone -3523.
sphenoidal sinus -6516.
spices -1731.
spinach -3853.
spiral cord -4890.
spindle’s point/tip -5218.
spindle’s stem -2842.
spindle, distaff -6962.
spinning -4967.
spinning top -2499.
spinning wheel, pulley -2292.
spiral, helicoidal -4438.
spit, skewer -7406.
splash (of water) -2173.
spleen -2994.
spleen -2994.
splendid -5396.
spoon -4172.
spoon rack -4174.
spotted, dotted, speckled, peckmarked -6469.
spring butter -6192.
sprinkler -1220.
sprout -1086.
spur vein -2511.
squad -5382.
square -2125.-3005.
square brackets -3296.
squared bale of timber, beam, post sup porting beam -4857.
squared, heavy -2137.
squatting, crouching -7121.
stable 2) cowshed -5287.
stack made up of 100 to 200 swathes -7311.
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sugar beet
strength
stubbornness
strength, power, energy
stroll amidst roses
subject, topic
suburbs, outskirts
superior vena cava
superlative
sundried brick
summit, peak
substantival clauses
sugar cane
submarine
subjunctive mood
sudden sweat
superficially
summons, summoning
summer residence, holiday resort, cottage
summer courtyard open on one side
summer residence, holiday resort, catt - le’s summering area
summit (peak, top of mountain)
summit, hilltop
summit, peak
summons, summoning
sundried brick
sunflower
supercilliary arch, brow
superficially
superior vena cava
superlative
supplicant
supplies
supply and demand
supply, offer
support
support, prop, stay
supporting beam placed horizontally in the middle of a wall to consolidate it
suprarenal gland
surface covered by a pitched tent
surplus, excess
suspension points
T - t
table
taciturn, “the silent type”
tail of caprine animals
tale
talk, chat, conversation
talkative, loquacious
talkative, wiseacre, know-it-all
tall and strong men
tall and strong men
talus (scree, detritus)
tamarisk
tandoori
tangled
tanker
tanning
tar
pitch
target, goal, aim, purpose
tarragon
tarsus
tartar
tassel, pompom
tassel, tuft
tasty, succulent
tax law
tax levied on livestock
taxi cab
tea cup
tea-pot
teacher’s chair
teaching and education
teaching, training, instruction
teaspoon
tele-communication
temple (anat.)
temple of Ahura-Mazda, Zorastrian temple
temporal bone
temporary ‘marriage’
temporary wooden column
tenant, renter, lodger
tender, sensitive
tenderness, affection, clemency
tense
tent
tent pillar
tent used as chapel of rest
terebinth (with large, hard shells)
terebinth (with small, soft shells)
terrace
testicle
testicular hernia
texture, piece of writing
textile
the act of betrothing
the day after, the next day
the Engineers
the husband of one’s wife’s sister
the last two rows on head level of the wall
the matchmakers
the Milky Way
the new bride paid a visit to her parents
the person holding the bride’s horse’s reins
the Pleiades
the press
the queen mother
the rest, residue, remainder
the sources of law
the town of Erzincan
the whole family
the young (of an animal or bird), child
the young (of an animal, or bird)
the young of an animal, or a child
theme
they don’t get along, they don’t see eye to eye on sth
thick
thick soup made with flour, butter and syrup or raisins
thick stick, cudgel
thick woolen socks
thick, coarse, rude
thigh
thin concave metal plate for baking bread
thin flat bread
thin fog, mist
thin layer of cream forming on the surface of milk straight from the cow
thin rolling-pin
thin yarn
things, clothes
third person
third toe
thirst
third person
thorn
thorn, thorn bush, bramble
thoroughbred (horse)
those who graze their livestock together
thoughtful, sad, gloomy
to educate, to tame • 3593.
to egg on a bull to mate, 2) to incite, to provoke, egg on • 3189.
to elope with a girl • 3990.
to embroider • 3646.
to employ • 7333.
to engrave, to imprint, to draw • 3226.
to eradicate • 7349.
to eradicate, to extirpate, 2) to darn • 3959.
to except • 1245.
to except, to exclude, to make an exception • 1244.
to excite; to incite • 2040.
to execute, to implement, to carry out • 1698.
to exit, to deport • 3883.
to explain • 6005.
to exterminate, to destroy • 1797.
to exterminate, to wipe out • 5774.
to extinguish out, to put out • 7108.
to extinguish, to turn off • 7187.
to fade, to become pale • 1460.
to faint, to feel ill • 7272.
to fall (hair, leaves) • 7240.
to fall (hair, leaves) • 7247.
to fall to one's knees (out of exhaustion) • 2344.
to feel joyful, rejoice • 1706.
to feel like crying • 1702.
to feel like doing sth., give into a yen • 4050.
to feel like doing sth., give into a yen • 1687.
to ferment • 4878.
to fight • 6070.
to fight, brawl, to have at one another • 1702.
to fill, stuff, cram • 3553.
to find • 4679.
to finger, to feel up • 5296.
to flay; to skin • 2224.
to fly • 3701.
to fly out, to leap up, 2) to rush • 2205.
to form ears (filling up of seed's integument) • 4341.
to fret, to be anxious to worry, to grieve • 4120.
to fry • 5773.
to get dressed • 2015.
to get exhausted • 3890.
to get hooked or gambling • 3707.
to get lost, lose one's way • 1226.
to get married (for a girl) • 6808.
to get sprayed up, to make oneself up • 7469.
to get up (baby talk) • 3783.
to get up, to stand up, to rise • 3703.
to get used to one another • 3786.
to get used to, to get accustomed • 2630.
to give the shirt one's back to s.o. • 3893.
to give up, to abandon, 2) to numb • 6675.
to give up, to abandon, to leave • 4676.
to gleam, to shine (v.i.) • 2294.
to gleam, to shine • 3843.
to glue, to stick • 5262.
to gnaw, to pit • 4654.
to go bankrupt • 1356.
to go into a trance • 1697.
to go out to meet sb. • 2370.
to go up, to climb • 3707.
to graft • 5345.
to grill • 1918.
to grow (of plants) • 6199.
to hang • 1699.
to hang up, to suspend • 2408.
to harrow • 4783.
to harvest • 1644.
to harvest, to gather, to pick, to pluck • 2771.
to have a private conversation • 7365.
to have indigestion • 1567.
to have one's eye on someone • 2705.
to hear disquieting news • 1279.
to heat • 3142.
to hide, to conceal • 5113.
to hitch up, to turn outwards • 3711.
to hoe • 1783.
to hum • 5188.
to hum • 5248.
to humble oneself, to knuckle under, to give down's off one's horse • 1363.
to ignore, disregard • 1222.
to impute, to attribute, ascribe • 4632.
to incite each other; to excite each other • 2041.
to insist on having one's own way • 1455.
to insure, to assure • 6419.
to intertwine, to gambol, to frolic • 7013.
to intervene, to interfere • 7018.
to invite • 7209.
to jump (over) • 7464.
to jump • 7472.
to keep someone busy uselessly, to keep someone about • 2987.
to kiss the feet • 5280.
to lay an ambush • 4454.
to lay down, to spread out (v.t) • 5983.
to leak • 2314.
to lean back • 5290.
to lean back, lie down • 5289.
to lean, to jump • 3802.
to learn • 3731.
to leave one by one, never to return • 1225.
to let go, to let hang down, to drop • 7223.
to let horses loose in the open • 3616.
to let, to lose • 5290.
to lie down, to stretch out (v.t) • 5984.
to lift up • 3698.
to lift, raise • 3702.
to limp • 4611.
to limp slightly • 3690.
to lodge a complaint • 3201.
to look for a bride • 4002.
to look, to watch • 3493.
to lose • 1586.
to lose its edge or point • 3114.
to make an assault on, to attack • 7463.
to make dirty, soil • 8117.
to make eyes at s.o., wink at s.o. • 2149.
to make final, certain • 4955.
to make fun of s.o. • 4677.
to make up, to lay-out • 6196.
to marry • 4827.
to marry, to arrange a marriage • 1721.
to marry, to get married • 7585.
to measure, to weigh • 6938.
to meet, to see each other, to have an interview • 1700.
to mention • 5054.
to mention, to talk about • 2240.
to milk • 2814.
to minimize • 1728.
to mortgage a field • 7581.
toumble • 1747.
to name • 1713.
to notch • 5192.
to notice, to perceive • 4636.
to one's heart's desire • 1716.
to open the brackets • 4162.
to oppose, to object • 3708.
to pass • 5955.
to pay a visit to so • 2371.
to pay back (a debt) • 2484, 2678.
to perch • 4721, 7198.
to pinch, to steal • 2278.
to pitch a tent • 4405.
to plant (trees), to bend • 2389.
to plant • 2282.
to plot s.o.'s demise • 1210.
to plough, plow, to till • 4210.
to plough, to plow • 2070.
to pluck (chicken) • 5585.
to poison • 3863.
to polish • 3841, 5419.
to polish, to shine (v.t) • 2293.
to pound or beat felt • 1906.
to pour, to empty • 7202.
to present an offering • 1559.
to present, offer • 1466.
to print • 2114.
to proceed from, to come from, to be des - cended from • 2404.
to prompt, to incite, to provoke • 5569.
to protect, to conserve • 3313.
to prove, to establish • 5471.
to prune, to lop off • 4204.
to prune, to trim • 5380.
to publish • 7251.
to pull in the reins on s.o. tight ten one's hold, restrain • 1445.
to pull up, to draw up, to drag up • 3706.
to pursue • 4458.
to put a seal on heap of grain before it is separated • 4696.
to put between brackets • 7402.
to put forward, present • 2569.
to put in quotation marks • 7403.
to put s.o. in his place • 1692.
to put to sleep; to lull to sleep • 5198.
to quake, to shudder • 7200.
to question, to interrogate • 3867.
to ratify; to certify • 1904.
to recur • 1265.
to regret missing a good opportunity • 1256.
to regret, to feel sorry • 1915.
to renounce, to give up, to wash one's hand of s.th. • 2580.
to resist -5496.
to retire, to cease working -1597.
to rise to one’s feet (again), to recover -5966.
to roar (lion) -3377.
to roll -3212.
to roll along; to revolve -7120.
to roll the spindle -6963 -6965.
to roll up, to wind -3145.
to rub -3023.
to ruin, to cause the ruin of -2067.
to run, to flow (water) -7203.
to save -3676.
to save, to spare -3667.
to scare -6063.
to scrape out, to scratch -7205.
to scrape, to carve, to hollow out -7204.
to scratch and scrabble -3023.
to scrape, to filter through (vi) -3856.
to stable cattle -2406.
to stagger -3806.
to stand up -2827.
to start legal proceedings, to take action against sb -7174.
to start looking for a bride -3150.
to stay, to remains -7249.
to steal (from); to pilfer -2271.
to step, to rest, to perch -3674.
to stop, to stand -7206.
to strain, to filter -6900.
to stretch out, to lie down -7183.
to string s.o. along, while giving hope that the outcome will be positive -5110.
to suffer damages or harm because of someone else -1896.
to surround, to coat, to cover, to encircle -7035.
to swallow -5928.
to sway while walking -7468.
to sway while walking -3335.
to swell -5422.
to swell, to become inflated -5423.
to swelling, to shake -4259.
to take a husband -6809.
to take a wife -3899.
to take care of oneself -4608.
to take off, fly away -1707.
to take offense -3899.
to take part in, to participate -6884.
to take pride (in), to be proud of -5088.
to take, to lift, to catch -5978.
to talk about s.o. or s.th. -2242.
to talk without thinking to shoot from the hip -1523.
to tan (hides) -5720.
to teach -3772.
to tell bald lies -1368.
to tell s.o. a story -4988.
to think, to evaluate, to take into account -1881.
to threaten -3100.
to1 thresh -1633 -3800.
to thresh cereals -1658.
to tighten up -3857.
to totter, to stagger -4694.
to train -3185.
to transfer -7181.
to translate -7236.
to transport, to carry, to move -3112.
to trim, to prune -4195.
to trip (someone else) -6890.
to turn golden, to ripen -7576.
to turn green -3662.
to turn the spindle quickly -6996.
to turn up, to roll up (one’s sleeves) -7189.
to twirl around -4085.
to spin (wool) -7666.
to spin -6147 -6148 -6964.
to spread out wool to let it dry -3751.
to spread -7658.
to squat (down) -7152.
to squeeze, to press -3856.
to start legal proceedings, to take action -7174.
to support -1714.
to start looking for a bride -3150.
to stay, to remain -7249.
to steal (from); to pilfer -2271.
to stop, to rest, to perch -3674.
to stop, to stand -7206.
to strain, to filter -6900.
to stretch out, to lie down -7183.
to string s.o. along, while giving hope that the outcome will be positive -5110.
to suffer damages or harm because of someone else -1896.
to surround, to coat, to cover, to encircle -7035.
to swallow -5928.
to sway while walking -7468.
to sway while walking -3335.
to swell -5422.
to swell, to become inflated -5423.
to swelling, to shake -4259.
to take a husband -6809.
to take a wife -3899.
to take care of oneself -4608.
to take off, fly away -1707.
to take offense -3899.
to take part in, to participate -6884.
to take pride (in), to be proud of -5088.
to take, to lift, to catch -5978.
to talk about s.o. or s.th. -2242.
to talk without thinking to shoot from the hip -1523.
to tan (hides) -5720.
to teach -3772.
to tell bald lies -1368.
to tell s.o. a story -4988.
to think, to evaluate, to take into account -1881.
to threaten -3100.
to1 thresh -1633 -3800.
to thresh cereals -1658.
to tighten up -3857.
to totter, to stagger -4694.
to train -3185.
to transfer -7181.
to translate -7236.
to transport, to carry, to move -3112.
to trim, to prune -4195.
to trip (someone else) -6890.
to turn golden, to ripen -7576.
to turn green -3662.
to turn the spindle quickly -6996.
to turn up, to roll up (one’s sleeves) -7189.
to twirl around -4085.
to undertake great deeds -1492.
to untie, to undo -1833.
to vanquish, to defeat -4159.
to wake up -2470.
to warn -1310.
to wash -7191.
to water a garden for the first time -6290.
to water quickly -5500.
to water, sprinkle -6064.
to weave (fabric) -5967.
to weed (garden), to clean (a field) -1180.
to weigh -6279.
to wind -7656.
to wind up, to roll up -3700.
to wimow -1657.
to -5509.
to nail -5145.
together -5513.
toilet, make-up -4376.
toilet, water-closet, restroom -2461.
toilet, wc, restroom -1218.
tomato -3026.
tombstone -4213.
tong, pincers -1148.
tong, pliers -5187.
tongue -7623.
tonsil -1405.
tool for cutting thorny plants -3759.
tooth -2708.
tooth -2707.
toothed wheels -2741.
top, upper part -5990.
top-quality carded wool -6401.
topic, subject -1419.
torch -7357.
torrent, flood (from melting snow after winter) -4988.
tough meat -3298.
tough, hard, stiff -2298.
towel -5541.
tower -1807.
town council -2037.
town council executive -2904.
trachea, windpipe -7571.
track, trace -6108.
tracking an animal -2271.
track, flyer, leaflet -1419.
traction chain -2351.
traction chain -6145.
traction chain and ramp and engine -2210.
tractor -7135.
trade -1396.
trader, merchant -1394.
tradition, custom -6129.
tradicional dance accompanied by song -1655.
traditional game, played with five pebbles -2500.
trades -2202.
train -7137.
trained nurse -5139.
training -3184.
training ship -4153.
trampled, oppressed, humiliated -5365.
transition -7022.
type of bird with spotted breast -4386.
type wild gum-tragacanth, which is short and has thorns -3406.
typing pool, typing section -5207.
tympanic cavity -7162.
typographer -7083.
typography -7084.
vaginal cartilage -4297.

U — u
udder -3308.
ulna -4742.
ulnar side of the hand -6929.
umbrella -6429.
unnamity -7522.
unbalanced -1023.
unchopped dry grass -6229.
uncultivated land -2920.
un-cut dry grass -5728.
under lip (lower lip) -4662.
undivided, collective land -5617.
undressed hide, animal skin -4327.
uneducated -5099.
unending 2) crummy, of low quality -1138.
unequalled, unique -1641.
unfaithful, disloyal, ungrateful -1614.
unique, peerless -1612.
United Nations -5125.
united, unified -7300.
unity -7351.
unity, unit -7523.
universe -3317.
unleavened bread -5035.
unmarried girl, old maid, spinster -4312.
unmelted butter -5209.
unploughed field used as pasture -5895.
unripe grain -3029.
unripe, immature, green -3029.
unwilling, disappointed -2732.
unwilling, unintentional -2732.
up, upstairs, upper part -1341.
uphill -1552.
upper abdomen -6415.
upper eyelid -5294.
upper jaw -2200.
upper jaw bone -3525.
upper lip -4661.
upper mill stone -1673.
upper part, top -1332.
upper pulmonary lobe -4724.
uprising, insurrection -6413.
urban planning -1305.
ureter -4991.
urethra -4990.
urinal -1222.
use of the cases -7744.
useless, incapable -1852.
uterus -4774.
wound -7824.

V — v
vagina -5943.
vagrance -4952.
valley glacier -2817.
valley's slope -1593.
value -4190.
value -2560.
values of the heart -2565.
vanc -3948.
vanguard -1481.
vanguard -5549.
vania -7165.
variable -3318.
variation -3319.
varieties of mature women's scars -4311.
varieties of young women's scars -2337.
variety of cheese preserved in goatskin -5307.
variety of cucumber -1410.
variety of cucumber -3880.
variety of oak -2445.
variety of punice stone -4427.
variety of turnip -1772.
varnish -6522.
vas -3331.
vegetable -3600.
velfed -4872.
vengerance -7104.
ventilation -1308.
ventricles -4766.
Venus -5561.
verb -4643.
verbal phrases -1849.
verbal prefix -1594.
vertebra -5006.
vertebral column, spinal column -6578.
vertical part of plough's frame -3658.
very clear, cloudless -2320.
very jealous -2672.
very old man -3704.
vibrant liquid -3500.
victory -4520.
view from above -3881.
view from below -3880.
view, sight, panorama -1518.
vile, infamous -6149.
vile, infamous -6377.
village -3350.
vindicative, rancorous -4342.
vineyard -6101.
vindicative, rancorous -4342.
vineyard -6101.
violence, brutality -2173.
violent, brutal -2172.
violet -1771.
virgin honey, the first honey from a fresh swarm -3732.
virility, manliness, manhood -4900.
vitrous body -6558.
vocative case -1246.
vocative case of bav -1378.
vocative case of de -2841.
vocative of 'elder sister ' -3460.
voiced bilabial -4665.
voiced continuous -2822.
voiced occlusive -3245.
voiced spirant -3060.
voiceless continuous -2822.
voiceless occlusive -3244.
voiceless spirant -3059.
volatile, flying -3032.
volcanic rock or stone block -5886.
vote -2524.
vowel -2525.

waist -5084.
waistcoat -5941.
walk after rest in order to enable the animals to relieve themselves away from their resting area -7226.
wall -2809.
wallowing place -2352.
walnut -3939.
war ship -2794.
war ship -2809.
warship -4623.
watering place, trough -3232.
water's edge -2337.
west nurse -2701.
wet clay, mud -3505.
white -2122.
wheat colour -3125.
wheat feed funnel -5279.
wheat separated from straw during winnowing -2007.
wheel -2739.
wheel of fortune -4623.
wheelbarrow -3509.
wheel -2433.
whirlwind -1287.
whistle -3058.
white -6556.
white bearded, respected -2794.
wheel -2791.
where -2651.
whitish, off-white -6556.
wheel -2651.
white sheep -2024.
wheel -3058.
wheel -3152.
white ball -2794.
whitish -7630.
whiteness -7630.
whiteskin -1287.
whiteness -7630.
whiteskin -1287.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wheat separated from straw during winnowing -2007.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
wide meshed sieve -1898.
wide meshed sieve used to separate the grain from the straw -6286.
written, in writing -5206.
wrong side, inside out -7161.

**Y — y**

yarn -6166.
yellow -7575.
yellow clover -4130.
yellow plum -3717.
yoghurt -4793.
yoghurt for churning made with unboiled milk which produces more butter -4795.
yoghurt soup made with dried curds -2357.
yoke -5221.

**Z — z**

zebra -4102.
zucchini, courgette -2819.